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Cool on My Skin Transmutation 

Woodland Song Daily Serenity

To learn more about mountain Rose music, visit  
www.mountainrosemusic.com. 

To learn more about the benefits of sound healing, visit  
www.soundwellness.com.
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blissful Chimes began life as part of a beautiful mindfulness meditation 

presented by ma Ananda sanghavasini of Paws4Biss in June 2011.

People loved the music and that encouraged me to create this CD. To view 

the video of the meditation with sanghavasini, look for “What Can Your Pets 

Teach You?” under the video archives at www.soundwellness.com.

The sounds in Blissful Chimes consist of a repeated drone of low sounds based 

on the musical note f to support and strengthen the heart chakra. By focusing 

the main sound on the heart chakra, the entire chakra system is strength-

ened and supported. The slow rhythmic pulsing of the drone encourages your 

breathing to slow down and creates a deep relaxation.

The chimes sound above the drone to the notes f, for the heart chakra and C, 

for the root chakra and grounding. The high frequencies of the chimes work 

on balancing the energy field around and through the body.

The CD contains one track of 55 minutes and 55 seconds. As i was editing 

the music, i received the inspiration to use this master number twice for the 

length of the track. The master Number 55 represents access to the higher 

mind, being able to use the whole brain and integrating knowledge and higher 

consciousness at all levels.
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